Table Rocks Word Search

The Table Rocks are thought to be about 7 million years old. They were made when lava flowed out of a volcano and covered a large area that included the present day Table Rocks. Since then, erosion from moving water, weather and freezing/thawing activity has carved away at the lava flow and left only the Table Rocks standing.

What happened when the land around the Table Rocks eroded away?

They became…
Table Rocks Word Search

Directions:

1. Search the puzzle for the words on the list.
2. Cross out each word as you find it.
3. After finding all of the words, start at the top left corner and go through the puzzle, circling each letter you DID NOT cross out in the order that you find them (as you would read a book). Write the letters in the spaces below.
4. Read the answer to the question with the letters you found.

What happened when the land around the Table Rocks eroded away?

They became...
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